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ABSTRACT
Aims/Introduction: Diabetes mellitus is a major risk factor in the development of car-
diovascular diseases (CVDs). The presence of advanced glycation end-products (AGEs) pro-
motes CVDs by upregulating endothelial cell (EC) inflammatory and thrombotic responses,
in a similar manner as disturbed shear stress. However, the combined effect of disturbed
shear stress and AGEs on EC function has yet to be determined. Our goal was to evaluate
these effects on EC responses.
Materials and Methods: ECs were incubated with AGEs for 5 days. ECs were then
subjected to physiological or pathological shear stress. Cell metabolic activity, surface
expression of intercellular adhesion molecule-1, thrombomodulin, connexin-43 and caveo-
lin-1, and cytoskeleton organization were quantified.
Results: The results show that irreversibly glycated albumin and pathological shear
stress increased EC metabolic activity, and upregulated and downregulated the EC surface
expression of intercellular adhesion molecule-1 and thrombomodulin, respectively. Expres-
sion of connexin-43, caveolin-1 and cytoskeletal organization was independent of shear
stress; however, the presence of irreversibly glycated AGEs markedly increased connexin-
43, and decreased caveolin-1 expression and actin cytoskeletal connectivity.
Conclusions: Our data suggest that irreversibly glycated albumin and disturbed shear
stress could promote CVD pathogenesis by enhancing EC inflammatory and thrombotic
responses, and through the deterioration of the cytoskeletal organization.

INTRODUCTION
It has been established that diabetes mellitus is a major risk
factor for stroke and cardiovascular disorders, such as coronary
artery disease and peripheral arterial disease1. The diabetic vas-
culature differs from the normal vasculature, resembling the
vasculature of cardiovascular diseases (CVDs). Recent studies
have reported that a diabetic vasculature induces a two- to
threefold increase in the likelihood for atherosclerotic complica-

tions2. During diabetes, chronic hyperglycemia and insulin
resistance result in the formation of advanced glycation end-
products (AGEs), which play a pivotal role in the development
of vascular damage. Accumulation of AGEs within the vessel
wall has been shown to affect vessel homeostasis, increase ves-
sel wall stiffness, and alter the structure and functions of cellu-
lar proteins1.
In a diabetic vasculature, AGEs are formed by the early gly-

cation (1–2 weeks) and oxidation of plasma proteins resulting
in the formation of a reversible Schiff base. Further glycation
for longer times (6–8 weeks) cause proteins to undergo Ama-Received 14 June 2013; revised 2 September 2013; accepted 5 September 2013
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dori rearrangements, which lead to the formation of irreversible
AGEs3. AGEs are heterogeneous compounds that alter cellular
effects through the receptor for advanced glycation end-prod-
ucts (RAGE). AGE–RAGE interactions induce the generation
of reactive oxygen species and the activation of nuclear factor
kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells (NF-jB)4. This
leads to the enhanced expression of adhesion molecules (inter-
cellular adhesion molecule [ICAM-1], vascular cell adhesion
molecule [VCAM-1]) and pro-inflammatory cytokines (inter-
leukin-1, interleukin-6). AGEs also reduce vascular antithrom-
botic properties and the bioavailability of endothelium derived
nitric oxide, which might lead to endothelial dysfunction5.
Although it has been reported that higher AGE concentrations
have a deleterious effect on the endothelium6, there has been
no consensus on the role of glycation extent on these effects;
for example, whether or not the reversibility of glycation con-
tributes to pathological cellular changes. Our aim was to deter-
mine how varying levels of glycation alter endothelial cell (EC)
function during exposure to physiological and pathological
shear stress.
The formation of atherosclerotic lesions during CVDs are

governed by the vessel geometry, and the magnitude, duration
and pattern of flow-induced shear stress7. The nature of the
shear stress plays a pivotal role in controlling EC functions, such
as inflammation, thrombosis, cytoskeletal dynamics, gap junc-
tion formation (connexin-43 and caveolin-1) and angiogenic
potential (caveolin-1)8. Laminar unidirectional shear stress
(1–1.5 Pa) is atheroprotective9, whereas disturbed wall shear
stress (elevated magnitude, low mean oscillatory or recirculation)
promotes an atherogenic phenotype10. It has been reported that
elevated, low mean oscillatory and recirculation shear upregulate
pro-inflammatory and pro-thrombotic markers11, along with
disrupting cytoskeletal organization. Interestingly, the presence
of AGEs exerts similar effects through NF-jB activation4. Addi-
tionally, a disruption in the connexin-43 network has been
shown to be associated with EC dysfunction under diabetic con-
ditions12. There have been numerous studies that report the
individual effects of AGEs or disturbed shear stress on EC
responses; however, there has been no study that elucidates how
the presence of AGEs might synergistically alter cellular
responses under physiological dynamic shear stresses.
In a recent study, we observed an additive effect of constant

shear stress (pathologically low and high) and irreversibly gly-
cated AGEs on CVD progression13. In the present study, our
aim was to determine how glycation extent would affect endo-
thelial function under exposure to physiological and disturbed
wall shear stress to promote CVDs. We hypothesized that in
the presence of AGEs and disturbed wall shear stress, there will
be an upregulation of inflammatory and thrombotic markers,
reorganization of cytoskeleton and an enhanced gap junction
activity. These effects will also be a function of the glycation
extent (reversible vs irreversible); with irreversibly glycated albu-
min the responses would be promoted more than their coun-
terparts.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Synthesis of Advanced Glycation End Products
Bovine serum albumin was glycated as previously reported14.
Briefly, 50 mg/mL albumin (≥98% pure; Sigma–Aldrich,
St. Louis, MO, USA; all materials purchased from Sigma–
Aldrich unless otherwise noted) was incubated with 250 mmol/
L D-(+)-glucose, 5 mmol/L phenylmethyl-sulfonyl-fluoride
(Pierce; Rockford, IL, USA), 2 mg/mL aprotinin, 0.5 mg/mL
leupeptin, 100 lg/mL penicillin and 100 U/mL streptomycin in
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; pH 7.4) at 37°C for a total of
8 weeks (termed AGE). Non-glycated albumin samples were
incubated as aforementioned without glucose (termed BSA
(bovine serum albumin)). After 2 weeks (reversibly glycated),
6 weeks (irreversibly glycated) and 8 weeks (irreversibly glycat-
ed), samples were dialyzed against PBS. Albumin concentration
and the glycation extent of the dialyzed samples were quanti-
fied14 and confirmed to be endotoxin free as described previ-
ously15. The extent of glycation was confirmed to be the same
as our previous reports14,15. A previous study of ours carried
out a dose–response curve for AGE concentration and platelet
activation, and we concluded that lower concentrations of AGE
can induce a detectable rise in platelet outcomes, but a concen-
tration of 2 mg/mL was a more physiologically relevant
concentration of AGE under these conditions15.

Endothelial Cell Culture
Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) were pur-
chased from ScienCell Research Laboratories (Carlsbad, CA,
USA) as passage one, and used for experiments from passage two
through seven. HUVECs were maintained in EC growth media
supplemented with 5% fetal bovine serum, 1X growth supple-
ment, 10 U/mL penicillin and 10 lg/mL streptomycin (all from
ScienCell) at 37°C and 5% CO2. Confluent cells were passaged by
trypsin digestion, and then glycated or non-glycated albumin
samples were added at a final concentration of 2 mg/mL14,15. For
each experiment, there was a paired no albumin additive control.
Cells in the presence of additives were incubated for 3 days
(‘Early’ duration) or 5 days (‘Late’ duration). For statistical pur-
poses, the seeding density of cells during each experiment was
maintained at approximately 1,000 cells/cm². Note that all Late
experiments were paired with Early experiments.

Application of Dynamic Shear Stress
Three physiologically relevant shear stress waveforms were
applied to HUVECs by a hemodynamic cone and plate shear-
ing device. The details of the shearing device have been
reported previously16. A computational fluid dynamic method
was used to develop physiologically relevant waveforms in an
adult left coronary artery as described and verified by us16.
Briefly, unidirectional pulsatile shear (normal shear stress) var-
ied from 0.03 to 1.0 Pa (time average 0.37 Pa) every 0.9 s. Ste-
nosis shear waveform varied from 0.3 to 6.5 Pa (time average
2.2 Pa). Finally, the recirculation shear waveform varied
between 0.062 and 0.4 Pa (time average 0.091 Pa). After the
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incubation with AGEs and BSAs, ECs were subjected to either
a normal, stenosis or recirculation shear waveform for the
duration of 1 h at 37°C. The additives (AGEs and BSAs) were
paired during individual shear stress waveforms, and the data
was normalized to the no added albumin control.

Endothelial Cell Metabolic Activity Assay
A standard MTT (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenylte-
trazolium bromide) assay (TOX1 Kit, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis,
Missouri, USA) was carried out to quantify EC metabolic activ-
ity, by incubating cells with MTT reagent for 3 h at 37°C. Dur-
ing incubation, formazan crystals form as a result of the
activity of mitochondrial dehydrogenases, and formed crystals
were solubilized using 10% Triton-X and 0.1 N HCl in anhy-
drous isopropanol. The absorbance of the solution was quanti-
fied at 630 nm (DTX 880, Beckman Coulter, Indianapolis,
Indiana, USA). All MTT data were normalized to the no added
albumin control of the Early culture duration and the cell con-
centration for each shear stress waveform. The MTT assay pro-
vides a measure of the viability and activity of the cells.

Enzyme-linked Immunosorbent Assay
Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay was used to quantify the
surface expression of intercellular adhesion molecule (ICAM-1),
tissue factor (TF) and thrombomodulin (TM). Post-shearing,
the supernatant was aspirated off, and the cells were washed
with PBS (pH 7.4) and fixed with 0.5% glutaraldehyde for
15 min at 37°C. Glutaraldehyde was neutralized, and non-spe-
cific binding was blocked with 100 mmol/L glycine – 0.1% BSA
for 30 min at 37°C followed by a Tris-buffered saline wash (1X
tris buffered saline; pH 7.4). ECs were then treated with a pri-
mary antibody against ICAM-1 (1 lg/mL in PBS; Ancell Cor-
poration, San Diego, CA, USA), TF (1 lg/mL in PBS; Abcam,
Cambridge, MA, USA) or TM (1 lg/mL in PBS; Abcam) for
1 h at 37°C. The primary antibody binding was detected by
treating ECs with an alkaline phosphatase conjugated secondary
antibody (1 lg/mL in PBS) for 1 h at 37°C followed by a
Tris-buffered saline wash. The cells were then incubated with
p-Nitrophenyl phosphate solution for 20 min, and the absor-
bance at 405 nm was quantified. Early and Late culture dura-
tions were paired for individual shear stress waveforms, and the
data was normalized to the no added albumin control after sub-
traction of the negative control for each independent experiment
(cell density was constant per paired experiment).

Immunofluorescence Microscopy
The expression of connexin-43 and caveolin-1 was quantified
with immunofluorescence microscopy. Post-shear, ECs were
washed with PBS and fixed with 1.5% glutaraldehyde for
15 min at 37°C. Glutaraldehyde was neutralized and non-spe-
cific binding was blocked as aforementioned. Cells were washed
with PBS-0.1% BSA and incubated with 0.6 lg/mL anti-human
connexin-43 (Abcam) and 2 lg/mL anti-human caveolin-1 (In-
vitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) for 60 min at 37°C. The cells

were again washed and incubated for 60 min with appropriate
secondary antibodies (5 lg/mL; Invitrogen). A Coolsnap Fast
Cooled (ES2) digital camera interfacing with NIS Elements
Software using a 20X (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan, Plan Fluor ELWD,
N.A. 0.45) objective was used to image ECs. The connexin-43
and caveolin-1 intensity was quantified using a customized
method previously described13. All data was paired by the
glycation extent (AGEs and BSAs) and applied shear stress
waveform, and normalized to the no added albumin control
for each independent experiment, and by the cell number.
Immunofluorescence microscopy was also used to quantify

the changes in actin cytoskeleton and the intercellular connec-
tivity. After the application of shear stress, the cells were fixed,
the fixative neutralized and non-specific binding blocked as
aforementioned. To visualize the plasma membrane, the cells
were incubated with wheat germ agglutinin (WGA; Invitrogen)
at a concentration of 5 lg/mL for 10 min, in the dark at room
temperature. The cell membrane was permeabilized with 0.2%
Triton-X for 5 min. F-actin was visualized with 5 U/mL phallo-
din (Invitrogen) for 20 min in the dark at room temperature.
DNA was visualized with 300 nmol/L DAPI (4’,6-Diamidino-
2-phenyindole) for 5 min in the dark at room temperature.
Actin fiber structure and connectivity was quantified using a
customized method previously reported13. Each image was
normalized by the number of cells per image.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was carried out using SAS (V 9.0, SAS Insti-
tute, Cary, North Carolina, USA), and significance was tested at
a = 0.05. In most cases, a three-way analysis of variance (ANO-
VA) was used to analyze the differences of means within the
normalized data. The data was grouped by glycation extent, cul-
ture duration and shear stress waveform. Significant differences
were found based on the least squares means values from the
ANOVA results. The data for each independent experiment was
normalized to the no added albumin control. Normalized data
from a minimum of four independent experiments were used.

RESULTS
Endothelial Cell Metabolic Activity
The metabolic activity of HUVECs in response to varying levels
of glycated albumin and physiological shear stress waveforms
was quantified (Figure 1). In the presence of glycated albumin,
there was an overall enhancement of metabolic activity
(approximately 40% taking into account all shear waveforms)
for Late culture durations compared with Early culture dura-
tions. After exposure to recirculation or stenosis shear wave-
forms, the metabolic activity of ECs was somewhat impaired as
compared with the normal waveform (Figure 1b). The presence
of glycated albumin enhanced metabolic activity as compared
with non-glycated albumin and no added albumin samples,
and under most cases this was a function of glycation extent.
The presence of irreversibly glycated albumin (8-week AGE)
exerted the most effect (20–50% increase) on metabolic activity
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for all waveforms and for both durations, and this was additive
to the normal effects of shear stress waveform.

Expression of Inflammatory and Thrombotic Mediators
The expression of ICAM-1, tissue factor and thrombomodulin
were measured to determine the effect of glycation extent and
shear stress on EC inflammatory and thrombogenic potential
(Figure 2). The presence of irreversibly glycated albumin
(8-week AGE) induced the highest ICAM-1 expression, and
this was most significant after exposure to a stenosis shear
waveform (approximately 100% increase compared with no
added albumin and non-glycated albumin; 60–100% increase
compared with 2-week AGE) for both Early and Late culture
durations. AGEs also induced a higher expression of ICAM-1
under recirculation shear waveform. Our data suggest that the
presence of albumin glycated to a greater extent, and exposure
to pathological shear stress significantly increased the expres-
sion of ICAM-1 in an additive manner.
Tissue factor (Figure 2c,d) and thrombomodulin (Figure 2e,f)

expression was measured as a marker for thrombogenic poten-
tial. The presence of AGEs induced a significant increase
(40–60%) in TF expression compared with no added albumin
and non-glycated albumin under normal shear stress. How-
ever, under recirculation and stenosis shear stress, there was a
significant decrease (30–40%) in TF expression for cells
exposed to glycated albumin as compared with the paired
non-glycated albumin. There was no visible difference in TF
expression between the Early and Late culture durations. Addi-
tionally, there was a significant decrease in TM expression
when EC were incubated with irreversibly glycated albumin
(6- and 8-week AGE) for both Early (approximately 30%) and
Late (approximately 50%) durations compared with no added
albumin and non-glycated albumin. The presence of AGEs
and a longer culture duration exerted more effect on the sur-

face expression of TM than shear stress waveform, and thus
the presence of AGEs dominated the thrombogenic response.

Expression of Connexin-43 and Caveolin-1
The expression of connexin-43 and caveolin-1 was quantified
as aforementioned (Figure 3). There was a significant increase
(10–30%) in connexin-43 expression in the presence of irrevers-
ibly glycated albumin (6- and 8-week AGE) under all wave-
forms compared with no added albumin and non-glycated
samples (Figure 3a). The expression of caveolin-1 significantly
decreased (approximately 20%) in the presence of higher glyca-
tion extents for all shear stress waveforms (Figure 3b). The
effects of AGE vs BSA were independent of shear stress wave-
form. The quantified data might be qualitatively compared with
sample immunofluorescence images (Figure 4a–d), by compar-
ing the intensity of the images per condition (the exposure time
was kept constant throughout each experiment). As previously
published, the expression for connexin-43 and caveolin-1 was
independent of the culture duration13; therefore, this compari-
son was not made here. There was somewhat of an additive
effect between shear stress and presence of glycated albumin14,
but shear stress exposure regulated the expression of connexin-
43 and caveolin-1 more strongly than AGE.

Cytoskeletal Structure and Organization
The effect of the glycation extent and physiological shear stress
waveforms on actin structure and organization was measured
to determine the adaptability of ECs to shear. Under recircula-
tion and stenosis shear stress, there was an increase in the per-
cent of filamentous actin when the cells were exposed to
irreversibly glycated albumin (Late culture durations; Figure 5a,
b). The quantitative data can be visualized qualitatively by the
immunofluorescence images in Figure 4. Interestingly, normal
shear stress exerted the opposite effect in the presence of glycat-
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Figure 1 | Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) metabolic activity under dynamic shear stress condition in cells in the presence of
additives incubated for (a) 3 days (Early) and (b) 5 days (Late) culture duration as a function of varying levels of glycated albumin and the nature
of the shear stress waveform. All data are reported as mean � standard error of the mean of four independent experiments. +Significantly different
from no added albumin and paired BSA (paired by shear stress and culture duration, three way ANOVA; P < 0.05). *Significantly different from
Early (paired by shear stress and glycation extent, three way ANOVA; P < 0.05). #Significantly different from normal shear stress (paired by glycation
extent and culture duration, three way ANOVA; P < 0.05). AGE, advanced glycation end-products.
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ed albumin by diminishing actin fibrous structure. The actin
connectivity was measured considering the intercellular network
formation of the actin filaments. The results show that there is
a higher connectivity of fibers under no added albumin and
non-glycated albumin samples compared with glycated samples.
The connectivity was significantly reduced (15–30%) under all
shear stress conditions (Figure 5c,d). Again, there were some
additive effects of the combined incubation14, but it appears
that connectivity is more susceptible to the shear application.

DISCUSSION
The metabolic activity of HUVECs when exposed to various
glycated albumin samples and shear waveforms was measured
(Figure 1). The present results show an overall increase in
metabolic activity for Late culture durations in the presence of
irreversibly glycated albumin for all shear stress waveforms.
However, pathological waveforms reduced metabolic activity as
compared with normal waveforms (there was still an enhance-
ment in metabolic activity for cells exposed to glycated albu-
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Figure 2 | Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) surface expression of (a,b) intercellular adhesion molecule (ICAM)-1, (c,d) tissue factor,
and (e,f) thrombomodulin for cells in the presence of additives incubated for (a,c,e) 3 days (Early) and (b,d,f) 5 days (Late) culture durations, as a
function of varying levels of glycated albumin, and the nature of the shear stress waveform. All data are reported as mean � standard error of the
mean of four independent experiments. +Significantly different from no added albumin and paired BSA (paired by shear stress and culture
duration, three-way ANOVA; P < 0.05). *Significantly different from Early (paired by shear stress and glycation extent, three-way ANOVA; P < 0.05).
#Significantly different from normal shear stress (paired by glycation extent and culture duration, three way ANOVA; P < 0.05). AGE, advanced
glycation end-products.
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min). These results are in agreement with our previous
work13,14. It is well documented that the presence of AGEs in
a diabetic vasculature exerts a toxic effect, and impairs meta-
bolic activity by diminishing mitochondrial activity and pro-
duction of metabolites15. However, it has been reported that
laminar or pulsatile17,18 and oscillatory shear stress19 (all within
our studied range) stimulate metabolism. Our data suggest that
the presence of shear stress overpowers the inhibitory effect of
glycated albumin, and that the presence of glycated albumin
somewhat adds to the shear effects. As the glycation extent
increases, the most significant effect on metabolic activity is
observed, suggesting that more severe diabetic conditions, com-
bined with disturbed wall stresses, can increase EC metabolic
activity.
The EC expression of ICAM-1 was measured to determine the

alteration of EC inflammatory potential under these conditions
(Figure 2a,b). Our data suggest an additive increase in the
expression of ICAM-1 after exposure to irreversibly glycated
albumin and pathological shear stress, which is in agreement
with our previous findings14. Previously, it has been reported that
AGEs can mediate an enhancement of ICAM-1 expression both
in vivo and in vitro4. Furthermore, ICAM-1 expression has been
shown to be sensitive to shear stress in vitro9, and in vivo
ICAM-1 expression is most pronounced at locations of disturbed
wall shear stress20. Our findings are in agreement with these
studies, and suggest that the presence of irreversibly glycated
albumin during disturbed shear stress enhances EC inflammatory
potential, which is a hallmark of CVDs.
Endothelial cell thrombogenic responses were also observed

(Figure 2c–f). After exposure to irreversibly glycated albumin
and pathological shear stress, there was a significant decrease in
the expression of the antithrombogenic TM, which agrees with
our previous findings. However, exposure to pathological shear
stresses in the presence of irreversibly glycated albumin also
downregulated the expression of the pro-thrombogenic TF as

compared with the paired non-glycated albumin. Glycated albu-
min14 and disturbed shear stress21 has been reported to reduce
TM expression, which would enhance the hemostatic response.
Additionally, it has been reported that glycated albumin14 or dis-
turbed wall shear stress16 enhance the expression and activity of
the procoagulant TF22 during short durations. Our data agree
with previous TM findings, but not with previous TF findings.
However, some report that disturbed wall shear stress can
decrease TF activity by activating tissue factor pathway inhibitor
(TPFI)23, which binds to and inhibits TF. Although we did not
quantify TFPI activity, it might account for the decreased TF
expression, or it is possible that soluble TF concentration
increased. Interestingly, our results show that normal shear upre-
gulates TF expression in the presence of irreversibly glycated
albumin13, whereas disturbed shear stress inhibits the effect of
pro-thrombogenic TF activity; possibly suggesting a mechanism
for TPFI activity. Overall, our data suggests that irreversibly gly-
cated albumin and pathological shear stress somewhat increase
the EC thrombotic potential towards CVD progression, but there
was no clear additive or synergistic interactions.
The expression of the gap junction protein connexin-43 and

the pro-angiogenic marker caveolin-1 was measured. Here, irre-
versibly glycated albumin and disturbed shear stress waveforms
additively upregulated connexin-43 expression, agreeing with
our previous report13. To date there has not been a consensus
on the effect of glycated albumin on connexin-43 expression,
and findings appear to be dependent on the particular condi-
tions of the study24,25. However, the effects of disturbed shear
stress are clearer. Elevated expression of connexin-43 has been
observed both in vitro26 and in vivo26,27, in regions of disturbed
blood flow26,28. These findings are in agreement with our cur-
rent data. The surface expression of caveolin-1, a regulator for
transcytosis, membrane permeability and angiogenesis29,
decreased in the presence of irreversibly glycated albumin for
all shear stress waveforms, agreeing with our previous report13.
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Figure 3 | Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) surface expression for (a) connexin-43 and (b) caveolin-1 under dynamic shear stress
condition, as a function of varying levels of glycated albumin and the nature of the shear stress waveform. All data are reported as mean �
standard error of the mean of four independent experiments. +Significantly different from no added albumin and paired BSA (paired by shear
stress and culture duration, three-way ANOVA; P < 0.05). #Significantly different from normal shear stress (paired by glycation extent and culture
duration, three-way ANOVA; P < 0.05). AGE, advanced glycation end-products.
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According to other reports, AGEs enhance the expression of
caveolin-130; whereas laminar or disturbed wall shear stress
downregulate caveolin-131. The downregulation of caveolin-1,
which is a negative regulator of the angiogenic factor nitric oxide

(NO), could enhance NO-dependent membrane permeability,
tumor angiogenesis and facilitate disease progression under
diabetic conditions29,32. Thus, combining our findings, our data
suggests that the combination of disturbed flow conditions and

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 4 | Representative images of human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) surface expression of (a–d) connexin-43/caveolin-1 and (e–h)
actin cytoskeleton structure and connectivity by immunofluorescence microscopy (connexin-43, green; caveolin-1, red; co-localization, yellow, actin
filament, green; nucleus, blue). This figure compares (a,c,e,g) no added albumin samples with (b,d,f,h) 8-week irreversibly glycated albumin samples
under (a,b,e,f) recirculation and (c,d,g,h) stenosis shear waveforms. (a–d) A higher expression of connexin-43 and lower expression of caveolin-1 is
shown after incubation with (b,d) irreversibly glycated albumin samples compared with (a,c) paired no added albumin samples. (e–h) Higher actin
structure and less connectivity in glycated samples compared to no added albumin samples is shown. Bars,100 lm.
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glycated albumin can additively enhance the expression of con-
nxin-43 and caveolin-1, which is indicative of CVD progression.
The adaptability of actin, the major structural component of

the EC cytoskeleton, was observed. Proper structure and func-
tion of actin is crucial, as it regulates adhesion, migration,
morphology and permeability33. The results showed a higher
percentage of fibrillar actin and a reduced connectivity when
cells were exposed to irreversibly glycated albumin and patho-
logical shear stress. Glycated albumin can induce the polymeri-
zation of peripheral actin fibers followed by a redistribution of
the fibers towards the nucleus34. Similar observations were
documented in the presence of elevated shear stress, in vitro
and in vivo35. Higher filamentous actin structure has also been
reported in regions of elevated and oscillatory shear stress33.
The results of these studies concur with the findings of our
current study. It is important to note that a higher cell density
during Late durations might have facilitated ECs retaining the
fibrous actin structure. In contrast to the actin structure, we
observed less connectivity under the pathological conditions,
agreeing with our previous findings. So far, there has been no
other study that reports the distribution of the cytoskeleton in
this manner; however, there have been a few studies that
report alteration in cellular network formation under physio-

logical shear loading36. Overall, our data suggest that the pres-
ence of irreversibly glycated albumin and pathological shear
stress waveforms alter cytoskeletal dynamics and mature net-
work formation potential.
The goal of the present study was to determine in what

manner the combined effect of AGEs and disturbed shear stress
would alter EC metabolic and gap junction activity, inflamma-
tory, thrombogenic and angiogenic potential, cytoskeleton struc-
ture, and organization to accelerate CVD progression during
diabetes mellitus. Combining the effect of all waveforms and
glycation extents, our data suggest that pathological shear stress
and glycated albumin deteriorate EC functions to promote car-
diovascular complications during diabetes mellitus. However,
there are some limitations to the present study. All observations
are based on the assumption that the glycated albumin formed
in vitro is similar to that during diabetic conditions. The dura-
tion of shear stress application is limited to the early adaptation
phase, and there could be longer adaptation functions that
return these findings to normal levels or promote CVD mecha-
nisms further. However, with these limitations, we still showed
that additive interactions exist between glycated albumin and
physiological shear stress that promote endothelial dysfunction
during diabetic CVDs .
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Figure 5 | Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) (a,b) cytoskeleton structure and (c,d) actin connectivity under dynamic shear stress
condition in cells in the presence of additives incubated for (a,c) 3 days (Early) and (b,d) 5 days (Late) culture duration, as a function of varying
levels of glycated albumin and the nature of the shear stress waveform. All data are reported as mean � standard error of the mean of four
independent experiments. +Significantly different from no added albumin and paired BSA (paired by shear stress and culture duration, three-way
ANOVA; P < 0.05). *Significantly different from Early (paired by shear stress and glycation extent, three-way ANOVA; P < 0.05). #Significantly different
from normal shear stress (paired by glycation extent and culture duration, three-way ANOVA; P < 0.05). AGE, advanced glycation end-products.
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